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Defi, Payment System, Staking and Yield Farming, Bridging and Cross-chain
transfer and global governance.
Our system relies on the teleportation of assets instead of
transportation/transfer for low fees and fast speeds.
WE NEED YOUR HELP IN ACTUALLY BUILDING OUR PLATFORM.
Our global goal is to take humanity out of this stage we are in; a defensive
stage where weapons are the main drivers of the economy. A stage where
economies simply make weapons with the resources they have and get
everything else they can’t afford at market price through sanctions, wars, and
all kinds of evil. In the process killing women and children. This is barbaric.
The problem is the system we have. That means the need for a new system that
reflects the environment we are living in. The current system was put in place
after the second world war. That means forever we will have wars as wars
correct the “imbalance” getting others killed in a culling process and lowering
the prices of scarce resources like oil etc.
Our system is a system strongly dependent on technological advancement
which means using two currencies as mandatory to steer growth and
development. A digital one; - our Global Transaction Payment Solution; GTPS
and country-specific fiat. That’s where you all come in. We are to make GTPS
the official digital currency of the world and Futuregoldcoin the new single
global reserve currency.
We are pioneers. No one has ever done what we are going to do. Manage the
world as the global leaders. Every institution has a manager/CEO/Leader etc.
but the world has none. Countries, military cults, religious cults, etc. make
decisions that benefit themselves only. Imagine if we are to make decisions
that improve living standards, that improve wealth for all, and that advance
humanity to the next stage of development. That will be something. This is a
challenge worth taking up. Welcome to Gtps.Finance part of Tomorrow’s
World Order.
That also means stopping all wars first by intervening and putting systems in
place to do just that and in the future take humanity out of the defensive stage
we are into a more advanced stage where technology is the driver of the
economy and not weapons. {Imagine how much each country invests in
weapons through the military budget and cult budgets. Now imagine all that
money diverted to technological advancement?]

We aim to link all defi to centralized financial institutions including central
bank digital currencies.
We intend to introduce a new system of global governance, planning, and
management where all countries on earth use two currencies as mandatory.
Our digital currency GTPS and or Futuregoldcoin FCI.
https://etherscan.io/token/0xd9a8bb44968f35282f1b91c353f77a61baf31a4b
https://etherscan.io/token/0x050cbff7bff0432b6096dd15cd9499913ddf8e23
Together with their own fiat and if they wish their own digital currency as
well.
We will achieve this through our parent wing; Tomorrow’s World Order
founded by myself as well. We have rights to print our own fiat money as well
as rights to our digital currencies mainly GTPS and FCI.
We aim to bridge assets using the batch processing system where we will have
GTPS and FCI on major platforms. We will transfer assets from one chain to
the other. We will be involved in cross-chain asset transfers. This is how this
will work. People to transfer assets will convert assets to be bridged to our
GTPS of the respective network and submit a request to us.
We then calculate automatically the equivalent in GTPS of the destination
channel and simply transfer it back to desired assets of the destination chain.
Bridging ETH for example from mainnet to Arbitrium.
Picture teleportation instead of transportation/transfers.
Our system will reduce costs and time as we aim to incorporate the batch
system of processing where we receive orders and process them all in a batch.
WE NEED YOUR HELP IN BUILDING THE FOLLOWING.
First segment.
What we want to build.
1. We need a cross-chain currency converter that can be used to swap assets to our
GTPSs.
2. We need a consolidator or aggregator that converts several assets into one asset:
- our GTPS swiftly e.g. converting, USDT, ETH, MATIC, and FCI all at the
same time into our GTPS in a single transaction.
3. A system that can convert assets from one chain to any asset of another chain in
one transaction.
4. A cross-chain bridge.
5. A platform function that allows partnership with other exchanges where they
can assign us to do the final transfer using {teleportation of assets} batch
processing methods. Where they collect several orders and hand them to us for
batch processing. Initially, they can pay a fee to register tokens from their
chain with us. Then- they just hand us the orders or references, etc, and get
part of the processing fees but give us to do the last transfer as we will simply
hand GTPS of destination chain to be converted to desired assets.
6. A cross-chain swapping function.
7. A vault system that is used to lock our assets to limit circulating supply.
8. An unlocking feature or function that will make it possible to increase
circulating supply.
9. A bridge pool function where fees are locked into a pool.

Would you help us build our platform that includes the above-mentioned
requirements?
Are there template smart contracts we can use and then modify these
according to our requirements?
Would you be able to provide technical assistance in the building?
Would you be able to be our mentor?
If there are grants and funding would you be able to consider our project?
We are pioneers as we tend to join the whole world, making cross-chain asset
transfers, easy and in real-life movement and generation of wealth easy too.
We will become global managers; - something never done before.
Interesting links.
https://www.linkedin.com/today/author/david-gomadza-4400ab87
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/f561f953-0bdd-48bf-a39b982ecbd1698b/downloads/Global%20Transaction%20Payment%20Solution%
20WHITEPAPER.pdf?ver=1660050644318
www.gtps.finance
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/f561f953-0bdd-48bf-a39b982ecbd1698b/downloads/pitch%20deck.pdf?ver=1660050644318
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/f561f953-0bdd-48bf-a39b982ecbd1698b/downloads/Futuregoldcoin%20Whitepaper.pdf?ver=16600506
44318
https://play.google.com/store/books/details/David_Gomadza_Tomorrow_s_W
orld_Order?id=VDauDwAAQBAJ&gl=GB
https://play.google.com/store/books/details/David_Gomadza_Tomorrow_s_W
orld_Order_Official_Stra?id=kZZsEAAAQBAJ&gl=GB
https://play.google.com/store/books/details/David_Gomadza_An_Order_by_T
he_President_of_Tomorro?id=OtVtEAAAQBAJ&gl=GB
https://play.google.com/store/books/details/David_Gomadza_Russia_and_Ukr
aine_s_Peace_Treaty?id=3Bd2EAAAQBAJ&gl=GB
https://play.google.com/store/books/details/David_Gomadza_Culling_The_Sa
d_Reality_of_The_IMF_a?id=mMluEAAAQBAJ&gl=GB
https://play.google.com/store/audiobooks/details/David_Gomadza_The_New_
Single_Reserve_Global_Curren?id=AQAAAED8DQZN6M&gl=GB
https://app.multichain.org/#/router?bridgetoken=0xd9a8bb44968f35282f1b91c
353f77a61baf31a4b
https://vindax.com/m-exchange-advanced.html?symbol=GTPS_USDT

We are looking forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely
David Gomadza
Founder and CEO
Gtps.Finance
Tomorrow’s World Order.
www.gtps.finance
welcome@gtps.finance
00447863020828

